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a~ 11£ NR.ICATIOO (f lHE MflRXIA~ aJ~(EJTIJil ~ 

TO lHE HISTORICAL STIJDY oF 

AFRICAN TRADI Tl ClW.. SOCIETIES 

by 

MICAH S. TSOMONOO 

In our struggle again~European rule in Africa, we must 
take into account the fact that colonialism was not only ter
ritorial but also mental. The geographical occupation of 
space in Africa had to be facilitated by the creation of a 
psychological disposition toward subjugation. Colonialism 
was therefore accompanied by a process of intellectual season
ing, a point emphasized by Franz Fanon when he argues that 

to shouJ the tota'Litai'ian character> of coZoniaZ erpZoit
ation the sett'Ler paints the native as a sort of quint
essence of evH. Native society is not simp'Ly des
cribed as a society Zacking in va'Lues ... The native is 
decl.a:J>ed insensibZe to ethics; he NpPesents not on'Ly 
the absence of values, but also the negation of 
vaZues . He is .. . the enemy of vaZues, and in this 
sense he is the absoLute evil.. 

The prevalence of such concepts as "primitive", "pagan", "Dark 
Continent", "civilising mission", etc., shows the extent to 
which attempts were made to create within the African an infer
iority complex which woul d sharply contrast with a parallel 
and contemporaneous superiority complex in the colonizer. 

On close examination, the European's denigration of the 
African's heritage will be found to have been based on the 
assumption of a monolithic unilinear , Euro-centric, and direc
tional conception of human evolution. By initially maintaining 
that all mankind ought to have followed the same path of evolu
tion, the European path, the colonizer put himself into the 
ideologically advantageous position of treating anything that 
was different as a deviation from the supposed universal norm 
of civilization. This "universalistic~ and Euro-centric inter
pretation of human evolution put the African in a particularly 
vulnerable position inasmuch as we differ from the European in 
such respects as ethnic institutions, traditional non-Christian 
religions, patterns of property ownership, etc. Our communal 
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existence contr~sted very sharply with the European iqd1vidua
listic conception of man and society. 

In this respect, it has to be understood that unless man'! 
history is conceived of as unilinear and directional, there 
can hardly be such a thing as a •backward" society. If, for 
example. histor1. is understood as multi -linear, then the U!nns 
"backward" and 'advanced• are applicable only to those socie
ties that are following a common line of evolution. Britain 
could be thought of as "backward" or "advanced" 1f compared 
with her European neighbors only to the extent that one pre
sumes that she shares a common line of evolution with other 
European peoples. Conversely. Nigeria could not be conceived 
of as "backward" or "advanced" in comparison with the European 
states insofar as she could not be presumed to be moving on 
the same line of evolution as the latter; and yet the same 
terms would be relevant if she were compared with other Africa1 
states. In other words, in the context of a non-linear and 
non-directional conception of history, such tenns as "back
ward", "advanced", and "primitive" are altogether meani ngless. 

From the preceding analysis it follows that the would-be 
anti-colonial African revolutionary had to adopt a strategy 
that struck at the intellectual foundations of the oppressive 
system; one that allowed his compatriots to win psychological 
liberation so that they could proceed to wage a physical 
struggle against the colonial administrators. He had to chal 
lenge the Euro-centric and unilinear conception of history, 
(at least so far as an attempt was made to extend i t to Africa: 
so as to de-activate such potent imperialist weapons as 
"uncivilized", "pagan" . "backward• , etc. By asserting histori· 
cal and cultural relativism, the nationalist saw our "differ
ent-ness• as the essence of our non-backwardness. Hence the 
development of such concepts as •Negritude", "African Person
a 1 i ty" . "African Socia 11 sm", etc. , which sought to cut off . 
our former opprobrious association with European civilization.' 
It is therefore not surprising to find that Leopold Senghor 
went so far as to argue that our process of cognition was 
biologically different from that of the Western world in that 
whereas the latter's is rational, the African's is intuitive.3 

It is the object of this paper to argue that the psycho
logical satisfaction and benefits we might have drawn from 
this radical assertion of our separate authenticity stil l 
need to be evaluated in the light of the actual African histor· 
cal reality . We further argue that while the struggle against 
colonialism immensely benefited from the emphasis on the 
distinctiveness of an African consciousness entirely unrelated 
to that of Europe, the post-revolutionary future of Africa 
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will equally benefit from a sober detection of those histori
cal parallels and similarities which we may have ignored. 
The need to make some specific historical comparisons between 
Africa and Europe also arises from the fact that African 
societies did not differ equally from those of Europe in 
every respect. For example, the extent to which they may 
have been religiously different is not necessarily the same as 
that to which they differed politically. The one respect 
should not therefore mislead us to presume corresponding dif
ferences in all other respects.' 

One area in which, in our revolt from European imperial
ism, we may have thrown away the useful with the useless is 
the Marxist methodology of historical analysis and explanation. 
There is, however, no question whatever on my part that in 
spite of its claims to universalism, traditional Marxism (as 
distinguished from nationalised versions of it such as Lenin
ism, Chinese or Cuban Marxism, French Socialism, Fabian 
Socialism, etc.) enunciated by Marx and Engels was essentially 
European in its origin and character and in its terms of 
reference. It was intended to swmmarise the developments of 
a supposedly Euro-centric world so as to forecast fts inescap
able direction in the modern tecnhologfcal age. In this con
text, Marxism sought to periodise European evolution into 
clearcut periods of history based on the dominant economic 
modes of production and the concomittant social relations 
they necessitated. It also attempted to relate institutions 
--social, political, and intellectual-- to the economic ma
trix; it sought to expose the impact of the latter on the 
former, particularly with respect to the unequal distribution 
of political power in society. With respect to the modern 
era, Marxism attempted to forecast the final resolution o{ 
the conflict between the lx>urgeoi si e and the proletariat. 

We propose to show that even though Marxism is an intel
lectual phenomenon that is essentially European in origin and 
character, some of its aspects are not entirely irrelevant to 
the study of African traditional societies. Specifically, 
this paper wi 11 attempt to argue that wh11e Marxist methodology 
cannot be applied in its entirety to Africa without doing a lot 
of violence to historical reality, neither can it be entirely 
excluded from the study of African traditional societies with
out losing some considerable perspectives on African history. 
Furthermore, this paper does not argue that Marxism is the 
only European phenomenon which may have a degree of relevance 
to the stuQy of African societies. Quite the contrary, it 
recognizes that there may well be other approaches to European 
history and society which may be more or less relevant to the 
study of Africa. Because the paper is entirely comparative 
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rather than definitive. the reader will be presUDed to be 
thoroughly acquainted with the major trends of African h1s
tor.y, ~t least from earliest times to 1900 A. D. A similar 
familiarity with European history in general and Marxism in 
particular will also be assumed. The term "African tradi 
tional societies" is here to be understood as referring only 
to those African communities that were or still are untar
nished by European 'civilization.' With respect t o the 
Marxian method of hi stori graphy. we propose to dea 1 with two 
aspects: 

(a) 

(b) 

The Marxist Linear Dialectics and Historical 
Periodization; and 
The Concept of the Materialist Foundations of 
History. 

On the Application of Marxist Linear Dialectics and Historical 
Periodization to the Study of African Traditional Societies. 

The present study denies the applicability of Harxist 
linear dialectics and historical periodization to African 
traditional societies. By dialectics is meant the process of 
contradictory tension inherent in the physical structure of 
matter itself which brings about change in quality through a 
redisposition of the component properties without the importa
tion of additional or different quanta.5 Marx and Engels 
extended the applicabil ity of the process not only to biologi
cal evolution,but also to social phenomena so as to imply that 
change in society is itself a product of the tensions inherent 
in the latter. This is how it became known as historical mat
erialism, meaning that the process which accounts for qualita
tive evolution in matter also accounts for social revolutions 
in history. 

While we do not challenge the use of such terms as dia
lectical or historical materialism, we question the Marxist 
assumption that the consequent social changes necessarily pro
duce a linear process of historical evolution from the simp
lest forms of society to the most complex, corresponding to 
an evoluti on from barbarism via primitive communism. feudalism, 
the bourgeois stage, to proletarian society. History. on this 
assumption, is thereby presented not only as a linear process 
but also as being divisible into clear-cut and consecutive 
stages. Marx himself emphasized this conception of history 
when he said: 

-we can designate the Asiatic, the anciBnt, the feudal, 
and the modem bourgeois 1116thods of produati.on a8 so 
many epochs in the progress of the ecorumrio formation 
of society . Th£ boUZ'geoia NZationa of production are 
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the last antagonist ic fom of tfw social process 
of produc~ion . .. 8 

In describing the social relations that correspond to these 
consecutive epochs of economic evolution, Marx and Engels 
argued that at the various stages, "Freeman and slave, patri
cian and plebeian, lord and serf, guild-master and journeyman 
in a word, oppressor and oppressed, stood in constant opposi
tion to one another ... "9 

According to this Marxian chronology and periodization of 
history, the African tribal and traditional societies would 
seem to fall at the level of the "Asiatic" or the "ancient" 
modes of production; that is, at the very dawn of history when 
primitive communism reigned and society was prefeudal - six 
thousand years behind that of Europe.lO In fact, this view 
that Africa is at the dawn of history and must necessarily 
begin from the bottom of the ladder of history and go through 
all the epochs prescribed by Marx was expounded by Rene Milon 
when he argued that "according to Harx, social ism IIIUSt inevit
ably succeed capitalism, just as capitalism succeeded feud
alism, and feudalism, ancient society ... Capitalism must pre
cede soci a 1 ism, just as feuda 1 ism preceded capita 1 ism. uJJ 
That such a view can easily merge with the traditional apolo
gies for imperialism is evident from the following description 
of African society by a European socialist lecturer: 

A cormrunistic society whicl1 i s not yet differoentiated 
into antagonistic classes, in which 'private property 
in the srnct sense of the IJOI'd' does not e:z:ist, which 
is det~ply steeped in superstition. and t fw level o f 
pl"Oductirri.ty of Lilich is barely sufficient to meet its 
own needs, is onty a prY!li.tive s~e in the historical 
developrl87tt of sociaty . ll 

However repulsive the preceding extract might sound , the author 
was nevertheless squarely within the Marxian framework of 
linear dialectics and historical periodization. 

I. I. Potekhin, the late Soviet scholar on Africa, ser
iously attempted to extricate Marxism from this dilemma by 
insisting that "There 1s no detailed theory of noncapita11st 
development in the works of Marx and Engels, that is, the 
transition of backward peoples to socialism, bypassing the 
capitalist stage. The necessary conditions for this did not 
exist in their lifetime. "l3 By his very use of such terms as 
"backward peoples", "transition", and "bypassing", Potekhin 
only demonstrated his own inability to escape from the 
Marxian prescription. It is not surprising therefore that even 
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while he admitted the absence of a detailed Marxist theory 
on the subject, ·he nevertheless continued to place African 
traditional ·society at the dawn of history, and only relaxed 
the Marxist interpretation with respect to the line and the 
speed that Africa may take in her transition from her present 
"ancient" stage to the epoch of socialism. Hence his state
ment that Marx and Engles "recognized that certain peoples 
and countries might bypass certain of these stages."l4 

Briefly, Marxism apparently holds that all history is 
unil inear and monodirectional, and that in their transition 
from barbarism, all societies have to pass through the stages 
of primitive communism, feudalism, and bourgeois production 
to that of socialism. One can object to this theory on the 
grounds that it is an apology for imperialism. We object to 
it however, primarily because it is simply not in line with 
African historical real ities . Far from disputing its appli
cability to the evolution of European societies, we shall go 
so far as to say that it is so particularly European that it 
does · not fit into the African situation. Marx and Engels 
were obviously correctly summarising the main features of 
European history and assumed that the same would be the case 
everyWhere else. 

This has not been the case in Africa. For example, the 
stages of economic evolution from primitive communism through 
slavery, feudalism and capitalism, and then on to socialism 
that Marx described have, in African history, been neither 
linear nor consecutive; that is, African society has not had 
to traverse them one at a time. Quite the contrary, where 
such stages are discernible in traditional society, they have 
frequently been contemporaneous; "primitive communism" has 
existed side by side wi th feudal ism and serfdom, and with 
commercial (as opposed to i ndustrial) capitalism. When one 
looks at the Sudanic empires of West Africa, at Kush and Meroe 
and the Zimbabwe empires, one finds a situation in which "pri
mitive ·communism" and tribal institutions and social relations 
feudalism and serfdom, bourgeois commerce at both the local an 
international levels, as well as highly sophisticated urban 
life so co-existed that instead of supplanting one another in 
successive stages, they in fact complemented and reinforced on 
another. IS There is no doubt that the Ghana and Mali empires 
were basically feudal in character; and yet they also had some 
prevalent elements of domestic and i nternational commerce in 
the hands of a small class. That their political centers were 
situated, not in the well-watered and agricul turally favorable 
valleys, but in the north where l ife was pastoral shows that 
their basis was the trans-Saharan trade rather than peasant 
agriculture. They disintegrated when this trade was disrupted 
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In Southern Africa a similar situation can be observed 
with respect to the Zimbabwe empire. When its extensive 
commerce with the Indian Ocean was disrupted by the Portu
guese from the beginning of the six~eenth century, it lost 
its political and cultural potential and degenerated into 
petty feudal states under competing paramountcies. In fact, 
the whole eastern seaboard of Africa, ranging from Ethiopia 
all the way to Quilimane and beyond, was so permeated with 
international trade during the "Dark Ages" of Europe that it 
would be erroneous to classify this belt as merely tribal or 
feudal. It will therefore be seen that the stages of his
torical evolution which Marx and Engels correctly observed 
as consecutive and successive in Europe were frequently con
temporaneous and coterminous in Africa. The so-called tribal 
stage did not have to vanish before feudalism could come . 

So much for the question of historical periodization. 
As pointed out earlier, Marxism holds that history move.s in 
an irreversible line from simple primitive communism upwards 
to complicated bourgeois states and proletarian rule. And 
yet it will be seen that traditional Africa's evolution, at 
least until the age of imperialism in the middle of the nine
teenth century, did not exactly follow the path of Marxist 
d1alect1cs. The powerful feudal systems with semi-capitalist 
urban centers did not progress monodirectionally to full
fledged capitalism as did their European counterparts. Instead, 
they frequently "devolved" to subsistence agriculture and 
meager pastoral life when the basis of their commerce was 
eliminated. They were, so to say, completely "lost" to history. 

And yet the Marxist method of historiography makes no 
provision for the accommodation of such regressive and devolu
tionary developments. One could thus be easily misled into 
believing that Europe was always "ahead" of Africa just because 
she made the "progressive" transition from feudalism to capital
ism. In actual fact, many parts of Africa attained an advanced 
stage of feudalism long before it was even in an embryonic 
stage in Europe, but, while many of these areas "devolved" to 
"primitive conmunism" Europe "advanced" to the bourgeois stage. 

From his study of the history of African traditional so
cieties, the late Kwame Nkrumah also tried to resolve this ques
tion of linear dialectics of history and the accompanying con
cepts of monodirectionality and inevitability in history. He 
accepted the concept of the dialectical evolution of history 
but rejected its association, in traditional Marxist thought, 
with a linear, continuous, or monodirectional conception of 
history. He also rejected the implicit concepts of inevita
bility and necessity in history. He argued instead that pdia
lectical evolution should not be conceived as being linear, 
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continuous and monodirectional," because such an approach" 
"gives no explanation of the transfonnation of one kind into 
another" since "it only represents an accLWnUlation of pheno
mena of the same sort." Specifically, he maintained that 

Linear evoZ.uticn u i~bu t.>ith the evolution 
of kinds_, because the evolution o f kinds represente 
a Z.inear diacontinuity . In diaZ.ecticaZ. evolution, 
proqreee is not linear; it is, so to say, from one 
pl.ane to another that nelJ kinde a.re produced and 
the emergence of mind from matter is attained. 17 

What his argument meant for history is that in the process 
of evolution, there is neither a necessary path nor an inevit
able stage. That is, no stage in history is necessarily prior 
or antecedent to another (except perhaps in retrospect). 
Consequently, and contrary to Marx, he argued that capitalism 
is not any closer or more antecedent to socialism than is 
tribal society, and that not even socialism is inevitable in 
history.l8 As far as he was concerned, Marx had 1n fact exag
gerated the distance between the •ancient" society that was 
based on slavery, and its supposed successor systems, such as 
feudalism and capital ism. He argued that there was no qualita
tive transition or substantive change. except in the methods 
of social control, in the shift from slave society to feudalism 
and serfdom, and from the latter to capitalism. As he put it: 

Capitalism is a development by refinement from feud
aZ.um, just as feudaZ.ism is a devel.opmfmt by refine
ment from slavery . TM essence of reforrn is to C01!t

bine a continuity of fundamental principle, uith a 
tactical change in the 1TiaTU'Ier of B:J:Pl'BBBion of the 
fundamental principle. Refol"m is not a change in 
the thought, but one in its manner of e:r:pression, 
not a change in IJ)hat ie aaid but one in idiom. In 
capitalism. feudalism suffer s , or Mther enjoys refonn 
and tits fundt;unental principle of feudalism mere~y 
strikes new Z.eveZ.S of eubtZe'tfl . In sl.avecy, it is 
thought that e:z:pl.oi.tation, the alienation of ths 
fruits of the labour of othsl"B, requires a certain 
degree of pol.iticaZ. and forcib~e aubjscti<:m. In 
feudalism, it is thought that a lesser degree of the 
aame kind of subjection is adequate to the aams pur
pose. In capitalism, it if thought that a etil.Z. 
lesser degree is adequate . 19 

Hkrumah therefore concluded that Marx had really exaggerated the 
degree of evolution from slave society that has been achieved by 
capitalist society as contrasted with that of African traditiona 
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society, for there is really no change of principles between 
slave society and capitalism. As far as he was concerned, 
"Capitalism is but the gentleman's method of slavery.u20 

There is no doubt that many Europeans would feel more 
comfortable with Marx's interpretation than with Nkrumah's, 
particularly because the latter challenges the many centuri es 
of "progress" which Marx attr1 butes to Europe. If European 
evolution was linear and consecutive, there is no basis for 
translating the fact into a universal rule. Marxism tends 
to overstate the distance which Europe has travelled between 
slave society and capitalism. When one observes that cap
italist society is in fact less inclined to the principles 
of justice inherent in socialism than is African 'tribal' 
society, one will agree with Nkrumah that "socialism is obvi
ously not a development from capital ism" because, as a nega
tion Of capitalism, "socialism cannot develop from capital 
ism."2 The supposed large chronological gap between tribal 
and capitalist society that is implicit in Marxist theory is 
thereby exposed as a mere surface illusion. 

On the Materialist Foundati ons of History 

In the preceding section, we argued against the applica
bility of Marxist linear dialectics and historical periodiza
tion to the study of African traditional societies. We now 
propose to argue that the Marxist concept of the materialist 
foundations of history is both relevant and applicabl e to the 
study of these same societies. In fact , we shall go so far 
as to suggest that far from being irrelevant, this Marxist 
approach i s indispensable for the purpose. 

According to Marx and Engels, the consciousness of a 
people as manifested in their social relations, their intellec
tual modes, their philosophies, their rel igion , and their legal 
and political institutions, is not so much an outcome of the 
del iberate activities of their minds as it is a result and a 
reflection of their economic being. Marx's argument was that 
the mind cannot be the basis for explaining the social modes 
of society because it is itself shaped and conditioned by a 
prior and antecedent factor -- the economic mode of society. 
He summarised this view of the materialist foundations of his
tory , which is also known as "historical material ism," as 
fol lows: 

I IJa8 led by my studi.es to ths conclusion that 
ugal rel.atior.a CUI ueZZ. CUI f ol'r'IS of state ccul.d 
b1 neither undel'Stood by themsel ves nc:r e:r:plained 
by the so- caLZed gens:ral progress of t he human mind, 
but that they ~e ~ooted i n t he material conditions 
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of Ufe, yJhich are sWTIT!ed up by Hegel .•. under 
t he name "civU society"; t he anatomy of that 
civil society is to be sought in politicaL 
economy. 22 

Commenti ng on the same theme, Marx emphasized that : 

"I n the soC!ia'L production which men CCll'I'J/ on 
they enter into definite re'Lations that are 
indispenaab le and independent of their wiLl; 
these r e 'Lations of production correspond to a 
definite stage of deve'Lopment of their materiaL 
powers of production. The sum- totaL of these 
re'Lations of production constitutes the econo
mic structure of society -- the rea'L foundation 
on which rise legaL and poLiticaL superstruc
tures, and to which correspond definite forms 
of soC!iaZ consciousness . The mode of produe
tion in material Life determines the general. 
character of the sociaZ, po'Litica'L, and 
spiritual, processes of 'Life . It is not the 
consciousness of men that deternrines their 
existence, but, on the contrary, their so~Z 
existence determines their conaciousness. 

Along the same vein Marx and Engels argued that the "pro
duction of ideas, of conceptions, of consciousness is at first 
directly interwoven with the material activity and the mater
ial intercourse of men, the language of real life," so that 
"conceiving, thi nking, the mental i ntercourse of men , appear 
at this stage as the direct efflux of their material behaviour. 
They argued that in contrast to German philosophy 

r.Jhich descends from heaven to earth, here we 
ascend from earth to heaven . That is to say, 
we do not set out from what men say, imagine, 
conceive, nor from men as narrated, thought of, 
imagines, conceived, in order to arrive at men 
in the fZesh. We set out from reaZ, active 
men, and on the basis of their real life-process 
we demonstrate the development of the ideo'Logical 
reflexes and echoes of this Zi f e- process. 24 

In conclusion, they insist that: 

The phantoms formed in the human brain are aLso, 
necessari'Ly, sublimates of their material, Zife 
processes, which is empirica'LZy verifi abLe and 
bound to material premises . Morality, reLigion, 
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mBtaphysics, aU the rest of i.deotogy and their 
aorresponding fonns of consciousness, thus no 
~ongel' ntain the semblance of independence. 
They have no history, no deveZ.optriBnt; but men, 
deveLoping their matel'iaZ p~duction and their 
material. inurcourse, al.ter, a.l.<mg wit h this, 
tMir l'Ba~ e:istence, thsir thinking, and the 
products of th8ir thinking. Life is not deter-
lltined by consciowmess.. but consciowmess by l.ife. 25 

The preceding extracts essentially summarise the essence 
of the Marxist materialist conception of history. This notion 
of history has been the subject of a lot of controversy, par
ticularly as to whether or not it is a closed theory of 
economic determinism. Such arguments have, however, frequent
ly tended to distract intellectual attention from the content 
of the theory to emotional semantics. and they are in any case 
not relevant to the present critique. What is relevant here 
is whether there is evidence that the consciousness of the 
various groups of African traditional societies - as mani
fested in their social being, their social relations and 
organization, the structure and patterns of their rel igious 
beliefs, moral ity, ethics and value systems, and thei r pol iti
cal systems - has in fact tended to correspond to and reflect 
their contemporary economic mi l ieu. Furthermore, this study 
aims at showing whether or not these societies can be seen in 
the light of Engels' statement that "the production of the 
means to support human life and, next to production, the ex
change of things produced, is the basis of al l social struc
ture" inasmuch as "in every society that has appeared in his
tory , the manner in which wealth is distributed and society 
divided Into classes or orders is dependent upon what is 
produced, how i t is produced, and how the products are exchang
ed." From this it would then follow that 

the final. causes of aZZ socia.Z changes and political 
revolutions arg to bG sought, not in men's bzoains, 
not in man ' s better insight in.to eternal truth and 
justice,. but in changes in the MOdu of production 
and szchangG . Thay aN to be sought, not iM thG 
phi 1 oso~W. but in the econ001i cs of each particul.ar 
epoch. 

The general but often superficial reaction to whether t his 
materialist conception of history is relevant to Africa is to 
say that since Marxism "has not succeeded" in Europe, all its 
concepts are therefore all the more irrelevant to Africa. Here 
one notices the fallacious assumption that whatever originates 
in Europe mus t first "succeed" there before it can be relevant 
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to Africa; such an assumption is as false as the corrolary 
that those concepts that have succeeded in Europe are neces
sarily capable of success in Africa. 

Even a casual examination of the writings of non-Marxist 
anthropologists and social scientists on African traditional 
societies shows that their analyses(which are the result of 
empiri cal observation) len~ unintended support to Marxist 
interpretations of historr. Let us take as an example Profes
sor E. E. Evans-Pritchard s famous work on t he Nuer people of 
the Nile valley whose liveli hood revolves around their cattle: 

at hsart thsy are hsrdsmen_, and ths only labor in 
which they delight is care of cattle . They not only 
depend on cattle for many of life 's nee4lssities but 
thsy have the herdsman's outlook on ths world ... 
Most of their social. activities concern cattLe and 
cherchez la vache is the best advice that can be 
given to those who desire to understand Nusr behavior. 

The attitude of Nuer towards, and their rela
tions with neighbouring peoples are influenced by 
thsir love of cattLe and their desire to acquire 
them. They have profound contempt for peoplea with 
few or no cattle ... while their wars ... have been 
directed to seizure of cattle and control of pas
tures. Each Nuer tribe and tribal section has its 
own pastures and water-supplies, and political fis
sion is closely reLated to distribution of these 
natural resources , ownership of which is generaLly 
e:cpressed in term8 of clans and lineages . Di.eputes 
bet!Jeen tribal sections are very often about cattLe .. 
and cattle are the ~ation for loss of l.i~' 
and limb that is so frequently theil" outcomB. 

On the Nuer social hierarc~. he makes a similar cattle
related observation: "in speaking of age-sets and age-grades 
we find ourselves describing the relations of men to their 
cattle, the change from boyhood to manhood is most clearly 
marked by a corresponding change in those relations at initia
tion. " He also points out that the cohesion of the social 
groups is the outcome of this "bovi ne" culture , for whereas 
a single family cannot protect or herd cattl e al one , a group 
can. Of kinship ties he observes that these are condi tioned 
"by the operation of exogamous rules, often stated in terms 
of cattle and every phase of the ritual is marked by their 
transference or slaughter" while the ' legal status of the part
ners and of the children is defined by cattle-rights and obli
gations." Cattle are so crucial to kinship and marriage that 
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"movements of cattle fran kraal to kraal are equivalent to 
lines on a genealogical chart."28 

Evans-Pritchard further observes that the impact of the 
cat tle economy on the Nuer goes even to the level of indivi
dual personality: 

Nen are f requently addressed by names t hat ref er to 
the fomr and colour of their f avourite oren. and 
women take names from oxen and from the cows they 
milk. Even small boys call one another by ox-names 
... a chi ld usually taking his name f rom the bul l
cat! of t he cow 11£ and his rrvther milk. Of t en a 
man recei ves an ox-name or cow-name at bir t h. 
Sometimes th£ name of a IIWl is handed doLm to pos
terity in his ox-name and not birth-name . Hence~ 

a Nuer genealogy may sound like the inventory of 
a k!'aal. The linguistic identification of a man 
with his favourite o:r cannot fait, to affect his 
attitude to the beast ... the most striking evidence 
of the pastoral mentality of t he Nuer. (p. 18) 

Even the religion of the Nuer is traceable to their cattle 
econ~. It is their cattle which 

Play a foremost part in ritual. A man establi shes 
contact with the ghosts and spirits through his 
cattle . If one is able to obtain the history of 
each cow in a k!'aal, one obtains at the same time 
not only an account of all the kinship l inks and 
affinities of the owners but also of atl t heir 
mystical connexions. Cows are dedicated to t he 
spirits of lineages of the otmer and of his wife 
and to any personal spirit that h<u at some time 
possessed either of them. Other beasts are de
dicated to ghosts of the dead. By rubbing ashes 
along the back of a c~ or o= one may get into 
touch with the spirit or ghost associated wit h 
it and ask it for assistance ... No Nuer ceremony 
is complete without the sacrifice of a ram, he
goat Ol' ox. (p. 18) 

He goes on to point out that Nuer institutions, customs, folk
l ore, thought, and social behaviour directly emanate from their 
cattle. The Nuer, he says, "tend to define all social processes 
and relationships in terms of cattl e. Their social idiom is a 
bovi ne idiom." (pp. 18-19) 

His advice is that 
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he l.llho l.ivea among Nuer and wiahes to undsr
stand their social. Life must first nrzster a 
vocabul.a!>y Nfe.Pring to catt~e and to the ~ife 
of the hel'da. Such compHcated diacuuicme as 
those which take place in negotiati<ma for mar
riage, in ritual. sit;uations~ and in l.egaZ dis
putes can onl.y be fotzowed w1um one understanda 
the diffiautt eattl.e-terminowgy of cowurs, 
age, sexes, and so forth. (p . 19). 

Thus the impact of the cattle economy is directly reflected 
in the political, legal , rel igious, social and i ntellectual 
relations of the Nuer. If Marx had written a critique of 
the Nuer it is difficult to see how he could have made it 
any different from that of Evans-Pritchard , a non~arxist. 

Oral history has recently become the fashionable vogue 
for studying African traditional societies. But in the light 
of this possibility of a materialist approach to these socie
ties, we need to be reminded of Marx's warning that just as 
"our opinion of an individual is not based on what he thinks 
of himself," so can we not evaluate a period of history "by 
its own consciousness.nzg And yet scholars of African tradi
tional societies too frequently try to derive the character
istic consciousness of a social group from the latter's ~th
ology, folklore, and tribal ideologies , which, in the l ast 
analysis, are no more than a particul ar group's opinion of 
itsel f. These manifestations are really a consequence of , not 
a basic cause of, a group~ way of life. 

In this respect reference could be made to Basil Davidson~ 
observations of the Amba people of north-western Uganda. He 
points out that although their folklore would make one believe 
that their social being is an outcome of their adherring to 
their ancestral charters , in reality the Amba are"part of the 
fundamental pattern of the social and political growth Which 
governed the peopling of Africa in remote times. and framed 
its dominant beliefs and ideologies." Noting the "upside-down" 
character of tribal ideologies, he declares that: 

innovations were many, and were the harvest of a 
most practical. observation that was scientific in 
its empi:r>icism. But thue innovations, in ordsro 
to beoome aoceptabZe, had to be absor-bed within an 
anaestrat system which, by definition, was itseLf 
opposed to experiment or ahangg. {pp. 58-60) 
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In Marxian terminology, Davidson is saying that traditional 
Africa's existence was based on a more or less scientific, 
hence stable, relationship to nature in terms of economic 
production, but that because tnis ideality was passed on from 
generation to generation as a guarantee of survival, it ac
quired the abstract and anti-scientific character of a tradi 
tion and became shrouded in mystery and superstition. 

Reference can also be made to the Din~a people of the 
Nile valley who have frequently been characterised by anthro
pologists as "changeless" socially, i ntellectually and cultur
ally. Davidson observes that if they did not evolve any ideo
logies of change in material culture and social relations, it 
was because their economic life was drastically circumscribed 
by the plains in which they lived and which were alternately 
flooded and farmed. Thus this very "changelessness" was a 
reflection of their scientific relationship to their particu
lar ecology: 

The essence of t heir balance with nature consists 
in a seasonal system of mi.'L"Let cultivation, stock
breeding, and regular retreat to rainy seasons 
camps, while its main content reate in the mainten
ance of mo:r>e or less numerous hel'ds of catt~e . .. 
Such is the Dinka year; and it is difficuU to 
see how it could be, Ol' ever could have been, very 
different. The Dinka. have fitted themseZves into 
their Zand\ and the Z.and has given them a Uvi.ng. 
(pp. 61-62} 

And, as Davidson points out, this land-imposed relation
ship to ecology, which necessitates a complete dependence on 
cattle, "emerges, ideo logically, as a construct fashioned by 
kinship relations and attitudes to catt le" so that the wut, 
which is the widest kinship grouping, is not only "synonymous 
with cattle-camp," but also represents the periphery of Dink.a 
moral obligations and peaceful resolution of political dis
putes because from their relationship with cattle "there de
rived a corresponding morality and set of legal norms." (pp.61-
62). Socially and intellectually, it will also be seen that 
"cattle are the subject of a capacious imagery, often subtle 
and imaginative, poetic and allus1ve, which refers to every 
aspect of Dinka thought about what l ife is and what life should 
be." {pp. 62-64) 

Here, as in the case of the Nuer, the analysis of a tradi
tional society's consciousness is likely to go astray if it is 
merely derived from the folklore of that society without refer
ence to the latter's material foundations. Because it is a 
superstructure, folklore becomes false when it presents itself 
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as the structure. as it almost invariably does in traditional 
Africa. It must be realized that some more or less similar 
material causations frequently find expression in quite 
different social idiom5, depending on the particular kingroup. 
Thus several tribes inhabiting the same ecology and practicing 
a very s1milar way of li fe frequently have totally different 
tribal legends to account for the way they live. The answer 
to the development of divergent folklore from a similar mater
ial base lies in that even though a discovery~ have been 
scientific at the beginning, it was more easily passed to 
later generations as a tradition p~scribed to the ancestral 
spirits and acquired different interpretations in the passage. 

This is similar to the empirical observation on the part 
of many ancient peoples that certain animals, birds and fish 
were unwholesome food because they tended to be disease-ridden. 
But in order to t ransmit this empirical observation as an 
effective injunction, Moses declared that it was a sin against 
Almighty God to eat them; Mohamned that it 'Was a sin against 
Allah; and many African clans that it would enrage the vindic
tive ancestral spirits. Here we see three different supersti
tions designed to individually embody the same scientific fact. 
While there can be no such thing as a superstitious science, 
there is obviously no question about the possibility of a 
scientific superstition; and African traditional societies 
provide many examples of this fact if one examines their folk
lore in the light of their ecology. 

Among many southern African communities, there used to be 
the "superstition of burning husks and catt.le dung in the 
fields just before the beginning of the planting season. This 
was done to appease the "spirits of the lan,d" who migbt other
wise cripple a whole crop. And yet it was a scientific super
stition inasmuch as it corrected the shortage of potash in 
their soils. There is also the case of the Karimajong of 
Uganda and the Nyakyasa whose social stratifications tend to 
depend more on age-sets than on kinship grouptngs. Among 
the ~akyusa the male population is not only sorted socially 
according to age-sets which bypass lineage loyalties, but is 
also geographically organised into age villages so that each 
village consists not of kinsmen but of age-mates with their 
wives and young children. (pp. 86-89) The Nyakyusa see these 
social patterns as "right and natural" because they are 
ancestrally-sanctioned. Mis l eading attempts have been made 
by some anthropologists to explain this situation. Monica 
Wilson, for example, argues that behind it lies sexual jea
lousies, with polygamous fathers fearing that their sons may 
seduce their wives and with sons fearing that their fathers 
may do the same to their wives. So a decision was supposedly 
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made to resolve the problem by making sons live in separate 
villages, away from their fathers. (pp. 89-90) . 

Clearly, however, the issue of jealousy cannot provide 
the answer since occupational colleagues pose a far more 
serious threat to marital fidelity than blood relations. 
The answer, it seems to me , lies in the vast occupational 
distinctions between the age-sets of the Nyakyusa . The men 
spend a large part of their lives driving cattle from pasture 
to pasture far away from home, and the allocation and non
al location of the herding job depends on one's age. Thus 
the economy throws people together, at home or in the distant 
pastures, by age rather than by kinship so that young husbands 
have more in common with fellow herdsmen who may be non
relations than they have with their blood relations back home . 
And if sexual jealousy plays any role at all, that role will 
be found to be of economic origins, in that the economy 
forces men of certain ages to leave their wives at home during 
particular seasons. In this way, a pattern of social organi
zation which may at first look superstitious or ancestrally 
derived will be found to be solidly grounded in material 
reality. 

There is also the instance of the advanced level of the 
individual and of participatory democracy which was attained 
by lgbo traditional societies. There was considerable hope 
for the development of individualism as well as for the young 
men to challenge the rule of their conservative elders . Of 
this development Davidson observes that: 

fLe:I:ibUity was the keynote of the Ibo system. They 
seem to have played with a rela:t:ed and easy skill on 
aZ.Z. the possible chords and l'hythme of segmentary 
organisation~ using age setsJ lineage Z.oyaUies, 
cross-cutting kinship 1'6lationships, ancestral cults 
and other such techniques whenever it happened to 
suit them. Their judiaiaL system had the same mood 
of experiment. (p. 93) · 

But how can one explain this versatility and individualism? 
I would suggest that for the answer, one need not go beyond 
their material conditions; Igbo political. social. and legal 
flexibility corresponded to their diversified economy which 
had advanced beyond mere subsistence communal agriculture 
and its concomittant tyranny of age and tradition that was 
characteristic of much of Africa. As Davidson observes, lgbo 
institutional flexibility was 
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a func-tion of the natural fertili~ and farming 
wealth of Ibol.and. Denaity cf popul.<ftion couLd 
bLur the rigidities of precedsnt. So could IJariety 
of occupation. By the ,sixteenth century, and pro
bably much earlier, simple forms of subsistence 
economy flrmked by a mi-nimal e:J:change of manufac
tures, locally produced, had given way to mol'6 
comple:J: economies in tJhich a division of lo.bou.r 
LJaS able to support r.xuokets evaey four days Ol" 

eight days. . . Her•e the mechaniama of change spring
ing from labour speciaLisation and trading oppo1'
tunity had long ago their due e ffect. (pp. 93 -94) 

The diversification of the economy 1n Igboland and the conse
quent specialisation of labor were such that no one set of 
people could correctly represent the interests of all the 
others: hence the rise of individual participatory democracy. 

Conclusion 

We have attempted to snow to what extent we can apply 
certain Marxian concepts to the study of African traditional 
societies. We have seen that although we cannot reconcile 
the Marxist notion of linear dialectics and consecuti ve his
torical periodization wi th the actual historical realities 
of these societies, we can use its materialist conception of 
history to enhance and sharpen our understanding of these 
same societies and the growth of their social, political, 
intellectual, and religious institutions. 

Although only two areas of Marxism were criticall y exa
mined and applied in this study, they do not necessarily 
indicate the limits of possiible comparative studies; and it 
i s therefore hoped that they wfll provide a s t imulus for fur
ther exploration of the subject particularly with respect to 
such questions as the rise of social classes , the foundati ons 
of political power , the role of the state , and the causes of 
social changes and political revolutions in traditional Africa. 
There is as little harm in borrowing a useful methodology fran 
the European intellectual tradition as there is in importing 
a sound tractor or an effective medicinal drug provided there 
i s a compelling reason to do so. 
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